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One of the top locks stylists working in style today, Serge Normant performs his magic on the
most beautiful actresses and types of our period. In transforming the appears of such well-
known females as Kate Moss, Beyonce Knowles, Jennifer Aniston, Liv Tyler and Susan
Sarandon, Normant draws on each woman's individual essence and uses hairstyling, make-up
and clothing to turn her everyday appearance into something remarkable. A tour de pressure of
feminine fantasy, Serge Normant Metamorphosis is definitely a dazzling summation of
contemporary style, fashion and glamour - as envisioned by this gifted artist and captured in
pictures by the world's leading style photographers. With a foreword by Julia Roberts and an
introduction by Isabella Rossellini, this book will serve as an motivation for all women seeking to
improve their beauty through the embellishments of fashion. Whether it's a retro look converted
to a contemporary statement or a vision taken from the art world rather than the fashion pages,
Normant's creations are not makeovers but instead journeys right into a realm of enchantment.
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BEAUTIFUL BOOK Like the book, it's basically a book filled with beautiful pictures of probably
the most known women in the style &,graphic arts ? It's an excellent conversation piece. Five
Stars Great photography Great Photos & The portraits are inspiring, and a joy to look at. The
work is by top-notch photographers. The size is good a big, and the photos are gorgeous, and
great to look at. Beautiful coffee table book. This is a beautiful book to have on your coffee
table. Great Hair This book is gorgeous and beautiful. It really is idea for any portrait or hair lover.
Personally i think it make an excellent addition for the espresso table, home or
office.,Photography? Many famous versions and actresses inside. Style and beauty in
photography This is a Great book.?? These photos of America's A list are creative and fun. If you
value art, pictures and beautyful women understand this.All my house guests immediately pick
up this book and start thumbing through it right away.! Another collection of works by Serge
Normant, most likely the best! Among the better photo books of celebrities and models around,
worth every penny! Printed in huge format on high quality stock paper. Worth every penny Any
one thinking about esthetic matters would love this reserve , are you in to beauty ? The task of
Serge Normant is amazing and awesome and really should become shared.,glamour?
Entertainment market from acting, music, models, and more like Julia Roberts, Julianne Moore,
Liya Kebede, Gisele, Kate Moss, and other popular women in Hollywood and etc. Great size,
hardcover, well desinged in and out. this reserve has tons of great photographs.... also if your not
really, it could make an excelente coffe desk book , not only as the great function of "Serge
Normant" but as the work of some of the best Photographers and the words of Isabela Rosselini
and Julia roberts. I truly enjoy it !! Five Stars Amazing illustrations.
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